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We present a simple yet robust algorithm to 
register low bit-resolution medical video data to 
high resolution raw image sequences. The 
approach was tested using confocal laser 
microendoscopy images and yielded better results 
than a cross correlation approach on a single 
image. 

Keywords: high-definition range image alignment, 
confocal laser microendoscopy .  

I. BACKGROUND 
Medical imaging data is often recorded in high bit 

resolutions, as little changes in contrast may be 
essential for diagnosis of pathologies. This is 
especially true for contrast-agent based confocal laser 
microendoscopy images. For displaying purposes, a 
dynamic mapping from those high-definition range 
images to an 8-bit grayscale is performed. After the 
examination session, characteristic sequences are 
exported in a low-definition video format, by applying 
the same (frame dependent) mapping. For automatic 
detection of cell borders [1,2] or classification of 
malignant tissue [3], it is however important to have 
unmodified data, to be independent from the gray 
value scaling applied.  

II. AIMS AND METHODS 
The objective of the present work is thus to find for 

given 8-bit movie images !" the corresponding indices 
in a raw image sequence #$ for later automatic 
classification of those images using machine learning 
techniques. 

We used raw data in Cellvizio MKT format 
(Cellvizio, Mauna Kea Technologies, Paris, France) 
that was imported using a custom framework for 
image data [4] to retrieve images of 16-bit grayscale 
data. Since exported video in our case is annotated 
with a logo and a dimension legend (see figure 1), we 
apply a circular mask as a preprocessing step. In order 
to find the correct indices of the N frames selected in 

the low bit-resolution video file, Pearson’s correlation 
was computed between the first video image, the last 
video image and each of the M raw images: 
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This results in two vectors of correlation values. 
For many images and sequences, it is sufficient to 
evaluate the maxima in the first vector in order to find 
the respective offset of the sequence. For other 
sequences, however, this approach fails (see figure 2, 
left). In order to make the algorithm more robust, we 
incorporate the known video length N: 
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The criterion effectively multiplies the vectors with 
the video length N as an offset, yielding maximum 
values if high values occur in both vectors N samples 
apart. The resulting 89:;<: is the frame index of the 

Figure	2:	Correlation	coefficient	for	pictures	(left)	and	
proposed	metric	(product	of	shifted	correlations)	(right). 

Figure	1:	Original	CLE	video	(left),	scaled	raw	video	(middle)	
with	circular	mask	(red)	and	gray	level	histogram	(right)	
with	scaling	(red	line) 
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first frame of the low-definition movie within the 
high-definition movie.  

Considering the example of figure 2, the proposed 
metric yields a clear maximum (right side of figure), 
corresponding to the correct offset. 

III. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 
Visual evaluation has shown that the method has 

proven to provide perfect matching on a confocal laser 
microscopy image set [5], consisting of 96 sequences, 
where a simple correlation of the first frame was 
erroneous in some (n=8) cases. 
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